The polychronous (synchronous, multiclocked) language Signal is used for the design and analysis of reactive systems. For the purpose of modeling eventdriven systems, we consider an extension of the polychronous model of computation of Signal with periodic equations denoted by ultimately periodic infinite words. These equations express periodic constraints on the signals of programs, that can be used to enrich the existing clock calculus of Signal. Thanks to this more powerful clock calculus, the communications between processes using periodic equations can be analysed to guarantee their correctness. In particular, the maximal size of buffers is formally evaluated. We illustrate the design of so-defined periodic systems using a 4-stroke engine example.
Introduction
While synchronous programming has extensively been applied to the design of control-intensive software for event-driven embedded systems [3] , recent work [11, 5] has investigated extensions to symbolic calculus for synchrony in the aim of analyzing periodic systems and communications between them. Synchronous languages are appropriate specification formalisms to address the design of such architectures, as the otherwise symbolic model of time they support can be equipped with ad-hoc program analysis techniques to perform needed timing evaluation. As an example, polychrony, the synchronous multi-clocked model of computation of the data-flow specification formalism Signal, is dedicated to the specification of concurrent event-driven embedded software and for the main purpose of architecture exploration. Polychrony provides a discrete and partially ordered model of time that differs from the classical synchronous hypothesis where time is abstracted by totally ordered symbolic clocks. For the purpose of modeling periodic systems, we consider an extension of the polychronous MoC with periodic clocks denoted by ultimately periodic infinite words. This defines a compositional specification structure to express periodic relations between signals. Applications are the design of periodic systems and the analysis of communication resources.
H. Metivier (University of Rennes), J-P. Talpin , T. Gautier, P. Le Guernic (INRIA) Campus de Beaulieu, 35 042 Rennes Cedex France, e-mail: firstname.lastname@irisa.fr periodic processes. The clock calculus of Signal is extended to take it into account and an analysis can be applied on periodic processes to guarantee the communications using bounded buffers. The analysis gives as result the size of needed buffers. Plan Section 2 gives a presentation of the polychronous language Signal. Section 3 presents our algebra of ultimately periodic words. Based on that calculus, section 4 defines a new Signal equation to write periodic processes using ultimately periodic infinite words; we illustrate this extension with a model of a 4-stroke engine. Section 5 describes the clock relation inference of Signal and its extension. Section 6 presents the analysis of periodic processes to guarantee communications using bounded buffers and the analysis is applied on the 4-stroke engine example.
Polychronous model of computation
We start with a definition of some required elements of the polychronous model of computation [9] . The set of tags T is the discrete time used in Signal and is partially ordered with the relation t ≤ u. It stipulates that the tag t occurs before u. A chain C ∈ C is a subset of T which is totally ordered, pred C (t) denotes the immediate predecessor tag in C. Signals, behaviors and processes are defined as follows : • a signal s ∈ S = C → V is a function from a chain of tags to a set of values, • a behavior b ∈ B = X → S is a function from a set of names x to signals, it represents a possible execution of a program.
• a process p ∈ P is a set of behaviors that have the same domain. This set represents all the possible executions of the program. The set of possible values V is defined as union of sets of boolean values, integer values, etc. The type of a signal is that of its values. Clock signals take their values in the subset of V B reduced to the { true } singleton. Type constraints are not described in this paper. We write tags(s) for the chain of tags of a signal s and min(tags(s)) for its first tag. We write b| X for the projection of a behavior b on a set of names X.
A Signal process consists of the synchronous composition of equations on signals. A signal x is an infinite flow of values that is discretely sampled according to the pace of its clock, notedx. An equation partially relates signals with respect to an abstract timing model. 
.).
The delay equation x = y pre v enforces the signals x and y to be synchronous too. The value of the signal x at a given tag is defined by the value of y from the previous tag in the chain. For its first tag, x holds the value v.
The sampling equation x = y when z defines x by y when z is true. It means that the output signal x is present and takes the value of y iff both input signals y and z are present, and z holds the value true. In the following definition, the notation [z] represents the clock which is true when z is present and true, and absent otherwise.
The merge equation x = y default z defines x by y when y is present and by z otherwise. The signal x is present iff either of the signals y or z is present.
The synchronous composition P | | Q is defined by the simultaneous solution of the equations P and Q at all times. If we note vars(P) the domain of a process P, it can be defined by the union b ⊎ c of behaviors that match on the interface vars(P) ∩ vars(Q) between P and Q.
An algebra of ultimately periodic infinite words
We now present an algebra of ultimately periodic infinite words used in our extension of Signal for the design and the analysis of periodic processes. We use the three-value logic induced by Z/3Z to denote boolean or clock signals by using atoms a ∈ Z/3Z = {-1, 0, 1}. The absence is denoted by 0, false by -1 and true by 1. We introduce this algebra to represent periodicity over boolean and clock signals.
Ultimately periodic infinite words The ultimately periodic infinite words (called words further) noted w or u(v) under consideration are composed of a prefix
represents the infinite sequence of atoms composed by the sequence u followed by the sequence v repeated infinitely. Words that represent the same sequence of atoms are equal. We now present a few required notations:
• |u| the length of a sequence u ∈ (Z/3Z) * • u the number of non-zero atoms of a sequence u ∈ (Z/3Z) * • w n the n th atom of a word w • |w| a n the number of atoms a in the n th first atoms of w • w[n] the n th non-zero atom in the word w • "." the classical operation of concatenation.
• w a n the position of the n th atom a in the word w i.e.
a.w a 1 = 1 b.w a n = w a n + 1 if a = b w a n−1 + 1 if a = b and n > 1 ex: 01(01-10) 1 1 = 2 01(01-10) 1 2 = 4 01(01-10) -1 2 = 9 Operations and operators The partial order w ⊑ w ′ stipulates that the n th atom in w precedes the corresponding one in w ′ , for all non-zero atoms. w ⊑ w ′ means that w ′ is stretched variant of w, since the non-zero atoms occur in the same order.
We define the operator w @ w ′ to resample a word w on an other one w ′ . The atoms of w being placed in correspondence with the atoms 1 of w ′ , then the word w @ w ′ has the corresponding atom of w when w ′ has the atom 1, and has the atom 0 otherwise. The @ operator distributes the values of the first stream to the positions where the second one holds the atom 1. This is an extension of the "w ′ on w" operator of [5] . This definition yields that w ⊑ w @ w ′ for all words w, w ′ and (w @ w ′ ) n = 0 if w ′ n = 1 and w |w ′ | 1 n if w ′ n = 1. Example 1. ∀w ∈ W, w @ (1) = w and w @ (0) = (0) (0-11) @ 0(1-1110) = 0(00-11)
Remark 1. For any pair of words u(v) and x(y), it is always possible to build equivalent representations u ′ (v ′ ) = u(v) and x ′ (y ′ ) = x(y) such that |u ′ | = |x ′ | and |v ′ | = |y ′ | [5] . For example, 01(-11) and (-101) can be respectively rewritten as 01(-11-11-11) and -10(1-101-10). Such a rewriting is useful when pointwise operations have to be applied on words.
Synchronizable words
It means that the two stretch-equivalent words have the same order of non-zero atoms. Obviously, any two words the atoms of which take their values in {0, 1} (called binary words) are stretch-equivalent.
In [5] , it is shown that two binary words u(v), u ′ (v ′ ) are synchronizable iff the lengths of their periods (|v|,|v ′ |) and their numbers of presence ( v , v ′ ) match v /|v| = v ′ /|v ′ |. This extends to stretch-equivalent ternary words. Definition 2. Two stretch-equivalent ternary words w, w ′ are said synchronizable,
The relation w ⊑ 0 d .w ′ means that we can delay the atoms of w ′ by d zero atoms so that the n th non-zero atom of w precedes the n th non-zero atom of w ′ . Then w ⊑ 0 d .w ′ (resp. w ′ ⊑ 0 d ′ .w) implies that the distance between the n th non-zero value of w and the n th non-zero value of w ′ is bounded by d (resp. d'). This definition will be used to analyse the size of buffers required for communications (Section 6). Property 1. Two stretch-equivalent words u(v) and u ′ (v ′ ) are synchronizable iff v /|v| = v ′ /|v ′ | . (the proof is similar to that of [5] ).
Periodic processes
Periodic sampling equation We introduce a new operator in Signal, noted @ , derived from the corresponding one defined on periodic words, in order to express periodic relations. A periodic sampling equation x = w @ y relates two (clock or boolean) signals x, y, with a word w. It defines x to hold the successive non-zero atoms of w when y takes the value true. We note t x [n] for the n th tag of a signal x.
, and x = (0) @ y ⇒ x is always absent.
Recall that [y] is a clock which is present iff the signal y is present and true.
To outline the use of a periodic sampling equation in Signal, we consider the specification of a one-place buffer which is constrained to behave as a mailbox (every message has to be read once and only once before there is a new one). The process buffer uses two subprocesses, alternate and current. The process alternate stipulates that the signals x and y should have exclusive periods (01) and (10) with respect to the clock c. The process current stores the value of an input signal y and loads it into the output signal x upon request. The buffer has a main clock equivalence classr = c and two exclusive samplesx = (01) @ c andŷ = (10) @ c.
Use case In a 4-stroke engine, each cylinder performs a cycle with four phases: intake, compression, combustion and exhaust. During the intake phase, a blend of fuel and air is put in the cylinder, the compression compresses this blend, the combustion is the action of burning the blend because of an ignition and the exhaust evacuates the gas of the cylinder. To model this periodic system, like [2] we use a clock clkSha f t which represents the rotation of the crankshaft. In figure 1 , it appears that the crankshaft turns 720 • for each cycle of the engine. The date of ignition occurs during the 'ignition time interval' and must be computed for each cycle of the engine for a better efficiency. This date depends on several measures made during the combustion phase of the previous cycle. 'Data acquisition' is the period where the measures are done and 'ignition time calculus' is the one where the ignition date is calculated. The Maximal Ignition Advance Angle (MIAA) is the beginning of the 'ignition time interval'.
The process oneCylinder represents the model of a cylinder in Signal using periodic sampling equations. The signal clkSha f t is a clock which is present each time the crankshaft turns one degree. The clocks clkIntake, clkCompress, clkCombust, clkExhaust represent the beginning of the four phases of the 4-stroke engine (1). For example, the equation clkCompress = (0 180 10 539 ) @ clkSha f t constrains clkCompress to be present when clkSha f t is present for the (181 modulo 720) th times that correspond to a turn of 180 • from each beginning of a cycle. The clock clkMIAA corresponds to the MIAA.
We assume two external components represented by two processes: dataAcquisition for the acquisition of the data (2) and ignitionTime for the computation of the date of ignition (3). For each cycle, the beginning and the end of the running of the two processes are constrained by the periodic clocks of the signals startData and resultData for dataAcquisition and the signals startCalc and resultCalc for ignitionTime. 
The ignition must occur at the MIAA plus a number of degrees contained in the result resultCalc of the process ignitionTime. The clock clkIgnition (4) is the result of the process Ignition (5) that computes this date. A buffer is needed to delay the acquisition of the data at the clock resultData to the use of this data at the clock startCalc (in the next cycle of the engine). The management of the buffer to operate this delay is shown in the global process: 4cylinderEngine. The model of a four
cylinder engine is a composition of four processes oneCylinder, the basic clocks of which are 'shifted' (6): the first cylinder starts running at the first presence of the clock clk of the crankshaft, the second cylinder starts with a delay of 180 degrees on the clock clk, the third one with a delay of 360 degrees and the fourth one with a delay of 540 degrees. The process bufferFIFO is a classical FIFO in which an element is added when one of the signals d1, d2, d3 or d4 (corresponding to the respective resultData signal of each cylinder) is present; an element is taken from the FIFO when one of the signals c1, c2, c3 or c4 (corresponding to the respective startCalc) is present (7) . The analysis of the necessary size of this buffer is presented in Section 6. The figure 2 shows a chronogram of this model. [¬x]) denotes the tags at which a boolean signal x is present and true (resp. false). The intersection ∩, union ∪ and the complement \ are the usual operators on sets applied on the sets of tags representing clocks. The expression w @ c denotes the clock obtained by the periodic sampling defined in Section 4. When we are talking about clocks, all the words are binary words. Any Signal process P corresponds to a system of implicit clock relations C that denotes its implied timing structure.
The clock relations are specified by the inference system P : C that is recursively defined by induction on the syntax of P. In a delay equation x = y pre v, the signals are synchronous (x =ŷ). In a sampling equation x = y when z, the clockx is defined by the clockŷ at the sampling condition [z]. In a merge equation x = y default z,x is present if either one of the clock y, z is. In a functional equation x = f(y, z) the signals x, y, z are synchronous. In a periodic sampling equation x = w @ y, x is defined by the atoms of w when y is true. The rule for composition P | | Q is defined to be C | | D and by induction on the deductions P : C and Q : D made on its sub-terms.
and [¬w] are binary words respectively defined by
Intuitively, the binary words w 2 , [w] and [¬w] are used to represent respectively presence, presence and true, presence and false of a boolean signal constrained by a periodic sampling equation using a word w.
Property 2. Let c, d
and e be clocks of a process P and w and w ′ two binary words,
We know that the operator @ is associative for binary words [5] .
Communication analysis
Most of reactive systems use communications between their different components.
In safety-critical domains, like car industry, there is a need for guaranteeing bounded communications. In the particular case of reactive systems described with our model of periodic processes, we provide a formal analysis allowing to determine minimal buffer size required for communications. Analysis of the minimal buffer size required for the process bufferFIFO The inference system (P : C) defined in Section 5 applied on the process 4cylinderEngine gives the following relations:
Buffer size analysis
4cylinderEngine : (add = 0 291 (0 179 1) @ clk | take = 0 541 (0 179 1) @ clk) The two clocks add and take are periodically equivalent (definition 3) and synchronizable (definition 4). So we can calculate the size of the buffer needed to delay values from the clock add to the clock take : size(add,take) = 2. The communications between the acquisition of the data from the previous cycle of the engine to the computation of the ignition date are guaranteed with a two place buffer. Analysis of the number of components used for the computation of the ignition date. In the 4cylinderEngine process, each process oneCylinder uses a ignitionTime process to compute its ignition date. But this process could be shared between several oneCylinder processes (ignitionTime is only running during the intake phases). Just like for the above analysis of the minimal size of the FIFO buffer, the same kind of analysis can be done to calculate the number of ignitionTime processes required for the overall application. The ignitionTime process is running between an occurrence of the startCalc signal to the next occurrence of the resultCalc signal. The size function (between the clocks corresponding to the start and the end of the running of the ignitionTime process) can be used here to determine the maximal number of ignitionTime processes running at the same time.
( startCalc = 0 541 (0 179 1) @ clk | resultCalc = 0 690 (0 179 1) @ clk) The result is size( startCalc, resultCalc) = 1. Therefore one single component can be used for the computation of the ignition date of the four processes oneCylinder. The previous computation is always finished when a new computation starts.
Applying the same analysis for a 4-stroke engine with 6 cylinders defined on a similar model than the 4cylinderEngine (with a delay of 120 degrees between the clocks clkShaft) gives a result size of 2, so that two components are needed for the computation of the ignition date of the six processes oneCylinder.
Conclusion
We have presented an extension of the polychronous model of computation of the Signal formalism with a periodic sampling equation using ultimately periodic infinite words. We have shown that periodic clock relations provide a calculus to compositionally reason about real-time relations in multi-clocked systems. Our main contributions are the adaptation of periodic relations of [5] to Z/3Z and their handling in the clock calculus associated with the polychronous model. This extension is used for the design of periodic systems in Signal and we illustrated it with an example of a 4-stroke engine. We gave an analysis allowing to guarantee the communications using bounded buffers; the maximal size of buffers is formally evaluated.
The work that has been done allows to analyse periodic systems that are designed using the new specific periodic sampling equation introduced in Signal. A further study would be to define a static analysis that would extract periodic relations from implicit periodicities of the systems. This will allow to analyse a greater set of periodic systems.
